Arkose Labs Embraces Data
Hypergrowth and Migrates to Hydrolix
The Problem
Arkose Labs is bankrupting the business model of
fraud. Combining real-time risk classiﬁcation of traﬃc
with interactive enforcement challenges, the Arkose
Labs solution defeats automated attacks and roots
out coordinated human-driven attacks. Targeted
friction ruins attackers’ ROI, while allowing genuine
users to pass with ease. Arkose Labs is amassing a
customer list featuring household brands and
Fortune 100 companies and is backed by world
leading investors including Paypal, M12 (Microsoft's
Venture Fund), USVP, Softbank Vision Fund 2, and
Sony Innovation Fund.

With explosive business expansion, comes extraordinary data
growth. Arkose Labs built its Security Operations Center on a cloud
platform, but data costs were increasing. Arkose Labs needed a
solution to handle terabytes of data a day - with much higher
projections for the future - while achieving real time query
performance and not breaking the bank.
Arkose Labs also wanted a solution to run inside their existing cloud
VPC so that their security perimeter would remain intact. Finally, Arkose
desired a solution that could consolidate a variety of existing systems
used to query separate hot and cold data stores that would enable an
even better customer experience for Arkose’s own customers.

The Solution - Hydrolix Cloud Data Platform
Hydrolix’s patented high-density compression, scale-to-zero controls and zero-egress on-prem deployment radically reduces the cost of
ingesting, querying and storing append-only data. With no reliance on caching or full column scans, Hydrolix is designed for lightning fast ad
hoc queries of compressed data stored on commodity cloud storage.
There are no Hydrolix fees to ingest data, all data is stored highly compressed on commodity cloud storage, and compute is scaled
independently as needed to achieve required query performance. There is no data egress since everything is run within the Hydrolix
customer’s existing virtual private cloud, eliminating security and GDPR concerns.
Hydrolix’s query API is based on the popular Clickhouse database SQL parser. Anyone familiar with Clickhouse can run Hydrolix, and
Clickhouse integrations with data visualization/dashboard platforms like Grafana and Superset work out of the box with Hydrolix.

Implementing Hydrolix at Arkose Labs
Arkose Labs ran a series of tests with Hydrolix to measure data ingestion and query performance. Raw Arkose Labs data compressed more
than 93% when stored fully indexed in Hydrolix and was 97% smaller than its footprint in its legacy platform. To test long term scalability, the
Arkose Labs engineering streamed data into Hydrolix at 10x their average production volume without issue.
With Hydrolix, query response times dropped by 80%, with even complex queries returning quickly. This lightning fast performance came
alongside a signiﬁcant reduction in TCO, along with an order of magnitude increase in hot data retention, eliminating the need for warm and
cold data tiers.
Everything is run by Arkose personnel within the existing Arkose cloud environment to keep the security perimeter intact. With storage and
compute decoupled, Arkose Labs gained the ﬂexibility to continue their extraordinary growth with no need to ever duplicate clusters upon
hitting a scale limit.
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Once the performance and cost advantages became clear, Arkose Labs, with the help of sales engineers at Hydrolix, converted existing
dashboards used by their SOC team to a series of Superset dashboards. They ran the new Hydrolix infrastructure in parallel with their old
infrastructure for long enough to ensure their team could continue delivering mission-critical customer value with the new Hydrolix platform.
All immutable data, including CDN logs, is now streaming into Hydrolix.

Arkose Labs uses Superset dashboards to visualize the data in Hydrolix

The Results - Delivering Scale and Increasing Customer Value
Arkose Labs has standardized its data infrastructure around Hydrolix. The net result is that infrastructure costs are way down, with improvements in
performance and gross margins. Anxiety about future data growth and the need to scale clusters is also gone because the parallelized Hydrolix query
infrastructure can be scaled up or down as needed completely independently of storage needs. All the data is now stored highly compressed in
commodity cloud storage where cost is low and replication and availability are handled automatically by the cloud provider.
The extremely low storage costs are prompting Arkose Labs to eliminate any distinction between hot and cold data. All data will be stored in
Hydrolix, with no tradeoﬀ between query performance, storage window, and cost. Being able to query previously cold data in real time will
enable Arkose Labs to deliver increased value to their own customers and expand their competitive advantage.

“With Hydrolix, our data infrastructure can scale as fast as our growth, and as a data-driven
business, this means our team can deliver more customer value and enhance our
competitive advantage.”
- Ashish Jain
Chief Product Oﬃcer of Arkose Labs

If your company has vast quantities of append only data and would like to
reduce your costs and improve query performance, try Hydrolix now at
www.hydrolix.io or contact us at sales@hydrolix.io for a demo
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